


Fair Coniston is a project to encourage people to make things, things that they can use 
or sell, simple designs that do not require any skill or experience. The project was originally 
created for the Irish Museum of Modern Art in Dublin, where it was a more elaborate affair 
that included large scale structures. It is still a ‘Model village’, an immediate and basic sys-
tem for making a life and a living, one that would be interesting, educational, transitionary, 
inspirational and sustainable - not very consumerist though. In Coniston it will perform the 
same functions but without the statement buildings. The project is based on the Arts and 
Crafts (Ruskin) idea of a society led through the arts and creative endeavour, an idea some-
what trounced by the 1st World War which emphatically ushered in the machine age over 
swathes of broken bodies and minds. Can we come to terms with that past and consider a 
more balanced way to live. Does money need to be so central, have we forgotten some of the 

things that make up a life, how do we value a day?

20th - 23rd OCTOBER

11am - 4pm: Buy or Make a ‘Useful, Desirable and Achievable’ craft item - Bowl, spoon, 
apron, slipper, pickle, labels, all quick to make 15 minutes maximum - suitable for all. (Free 

if you make them 5 buttons if you buy them)  

1pm - 2pm (Saturday & Sunday only): Obviously Lunch - Random donated non meat 
produce - might be mostly cabbage and swede! You will be issued with a set of guidelines 
for communal eating that you may or may not follow. (Booking reccommended, max 20 people, 

5 buttons for 3 courses with drinks and tea)

2.30pm: Cooking demonstration - Despicable things to do to vegetables - Adam Suther-
land and special guests will show you how to stuff, pummel, gag, throttle, macerate, guddle, 
jigger, dehydrate, ferment and masticate a wide range of local produce with hilarious results. 

(Free)

3.30pm: Talk of the day - See blackboard for details (2 buttons)
22nd October: Robert Hewison and Charlie Gere - 

Arts and Crafts movement, a vision for a creatively led society
23rd October: Karen Guthrie and Andreas Lang - 

Fermented straw bale gardening system and the straw bale barn 

4.30pm: Creative Fitness with Marcus Coates - a 7 minute work out routine to raise your 
creativity - you can smoke and drink throughout, guided by artist Marcus Coates who can 

be quite creative on a good day. (Free)

7.30pm (Friday only): Clearly Dinner - You will be issued with a set of guidelines for 
communal eating that you may or may not follow. (Booking reccommended, max 20 people, 10 

buttons for 3 courses with drinks and tea)



ALSO FEATURING IN THE PERFORMANCE 
 

Jamie Shaw’s kitchen units (made from recycled farm plastics)
Niamh Riordan’s multifunctional tea towel aprons - it’s a dishtowel, 

no, a scarf, no, an apron, no, a food cover and a knapsack.  
Ryan Gander’s wonderful world in a Japanese sink - so 

deep you can’t get under it so wide you can’t get round it
Emily Cropton’s outdoor slippers, elegant and functional, filled with meaning

A Fair land handbook - how to make your own economy and education - 
free if you print your own cover - otherwise 3 buttons

Fairland pottery - The courgette set - cast from the pumpkin 
family in their own image, bowls, cups, jugs, ladles and so on
Function at the Junction films - ‘how to’ with a bit of extra vim.  

Sarah Staton’s drawings of historical housing solutions
One button snacks all day on the hoof - for 

those that want to get off up one (mountain) 
 

THE SHOPIE 

A history of design - 1916 to 2016 - crafts, antiques and all things between - selected by 
Grizedale arts because they are interesting, tell a story, mean something, hold great ideas, 

but never because they are just nice (everything is nice, it’s just not enough).

APPLE PRESS

On site throughout – make your own apple juice or apple vinegar – bring apples



The same programme will be running on the following weekends – with a few variations 
and extra things... 

27th - 30th OCTOBER

11- 4pm, 29th October: Tom Philipson’s metamorphic furniture the stool/table/shelving/
tray/basket/bed/room divider - he will show you how to make and use them in a variety of 
ways as well as how a design develops through a multitude of minor changes and improve-

ments. (5 buttons – tools and materials supplied)

3.30pm: Talk of the day - See blackboard for details (2 buttons)
29th October: Fairland Collective -

Publication printing workshop and discussion
30th October: Grainne Hassett - 

Architecture of the Calais Jungle - a call to arms 

3rd - 6th NOVEMBER

11- 4pm, 3rd November: Alice MacCabe’s flower arranging for societal impact and vase 
making for better delivery (5 buttons for the day – bring flowers – also supplied)

3.30pm: Talk of the day - See blackboard for details (2 buttons)
5th November: Assemble -

Cutlery making workshop and discussion
6th November: Fairland Collective - 

Now it’s your turn - Talk and workshop about the point of the project and the experience 
in Ireland

A Fair Coniston has its own button based currency - current exchange rate 115 pence to 
the button (liable to daily fluctuation). Buttons can be purchased or made, they can also be 
used for more useful things like buttons, broaches, food stamps and other things you can 

think of yourself.


